Carbonite Showcases Data Protection Platform at Microsoft Ignite 2019
November 4, 2019
Carbonite to demo Carbonite Migrate and Carbonite Endpoint 360 at booth #735
BOSTON & ORLANDO, Fla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 4, 2019-- Carbonite, Inc. (NASDAQ: CARB), a global leader in data protection and
cybersecurity, will showcase its Data Protection Platform at Microsoft Ignite 2019, November 4-8 in Orlando, Florida. The company will provide demos
of its data migration solution, Carbonite Migrate – which allows users to easily migrate physical, virtual and cloud workloads to and from any
environment with minimal risk and near-zero downtime – at booth #735.
As part of its partnership with Microsoft, Carbonite provides complete data protection for applications hosted on Azure. At Microsoft Ignite, David Mee,
Senior Solutions Architect at Carbonite, will lead a session on Azure migrations on Monday, November 4 from 1:40-2 p.m. ET in Theater D:
How to make Azure migrations easier and more secure
Businesses eager to migrate workloads to Azure are often discouraged because they lack in-house skills for migrating complex workloads. This
session will discuss common headaches associated with workload migrations and how to simplify the process. You’ll also hear about how Carbonite
Migrate quickly and easily migrates physical, virtual and cloud workloads to Azure with minimal risk and near-zero downtime.
Carbonite will also present its Carbonite Endpoint 360 solution, which provides comprehensive, automatic backup for desktops, tablets and mobile
devices, and protects data across the entire Microsoft Office 365 Suite, including SharePoint, OneDrive, Exchange and Teams.
Resources

Get a demo of the Carbonite Data Protection Platform by visiting booth #735
Learn more about our Partner Program at: https://www.carbonite.com/carbonite-partners
Meet with a Carbonite representative at the show by emailing: media@carbonite.com
Follow Carbonite on Twitter for real-time show updates: @Carbonite
About Carbonite
Carbonite provides a robust data protection platform for businesses, including backup, disaster recovery, high availability and workload migration
technology. The Carbonite data protection platform supports businesses on a global scale with secure cloud infrastructure. To learn more, visit
www.carbonite.com and follow us on Twitter at @Carbonite.
Carbonite, Inc. serves customers through three brands: Carbonite data protection, Webroot cybersecurity, and MailStore email archiving.
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